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embrace them, not only as scholars, but also as educators, and teach students to use them effectively and responsibly” (38). The embrace of rhetorical images is central to the use of video as student text. My analysis of student reflections in Chapter 4 will provide insight into how the student participants in my study comprehended the use of visual rhetoric in the process of composing their video documentary essays.    Anthony Blair further supports the rhetorical power of the image in “The Rhetoric of Visual Arguments.” He writes:     The advantage of visual arguments over print or spoken arguments lies in their evocative power. Part of this power is due to the enormously high numbers of images that can be conveyed in a short time. (51)   Videos demonstrate this “evocative power” through the students’ careful selection and presentation of multiple images. Likewise, students are challenged to make their visual argument effective by considering their audience, and carefully choosing material appropriate to their argument. Blair states: To be effective, the visual properties of a visual argument must resonate with the audience on the occasion and in the circumstances. The visual system must register immediately, whether consciously or not. The arguer must know and relate not only to the beliefs and attitudes of the intended audience, but also to the visual imagery that is meaningful to it. (52)   Students must consider how to most effectively present their argument visually, audibly, verbally, and through text when working with multimedia. Blair reveals the value of such arguments:  Because pictures, and especially films, both fictional and documentary, are wonderfully suited to telling believable stories, they provide an excellent medium for visual argument by means of narrative construction. What the visual element adds to film or video, over, say, a novel or short story, or over documentary prose alone, is that with film or video, we don’t just imagine the narrative, we “see” it unfolding before our eyes. Seeing is believing, even if what 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we are watching is invented, exaggerated, half‐truths or lies. (56)   Based on Blair’s assumptions, by composing such visual texts, students become more critical consumers of the mass media that they encounter in their daily lives. By taking action in the creation of multimedia texts, they are no longer merely acted upon by the arguments that are presented to them through media. Often images can be more powerful persuaders than text or data alone. It is worthwhile to examine if and how students deliberately use this rhetorical power of images in their multimedia compositions. If students recognize the rhetorical use of images in this way, their understanding of rhetoric may even improve, and as a result, they may become stronger writers and adapt aspects of visual rhetoric into remediated academic essays. Enhancing their understanding of visual rhetoric also allows students to effectively take part in the participatory culture Jenkins writes about.    Stephen A. Bernhardt also makes the case that it is beneficial for students to recognize the visual power of their texts in “Seeing the Text.” Bernhardt argues that presenting ideas visually enhances writing and improves the skills of the writer: Writing, especially when visually informative, encourages the writer to be exact about grouping related ideas, delineating beginnings and endings, and using cues to signal to the reader a graphic representation of cognitive organization.                          (67)   This view of visual information as a compliment to textual information provides the theoretical basis for seeing the production of multimodal texts as a compliment or supplement to the writing process. Organizational strategies are as important to visual texts as they are to traditional print‐based texts. Bernhardt continues:  We can assume that visually informative texts achieve rhetorical organization, 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Comparing Traditional & Multimodal Composition In  the surveys and reflection essays, many participants recognized that  traditional writing  and  video  production  share  many  commonalities;  the  participants  who  were interviewed  also  expressed  that  they  went  through  similar  processes  when  composing their video as they did when they wrote their paper, particularly in the research aspects of both assignments.  When asked about how the video project worked in the context of a writing class, in her  final  interview  Brenda  acknowledged  how  both  traditional  writing  and  composing videos  is  a  method  of  expression.  However,  she  indicated  that  the  video  was  a  more effective method of communication.  
Of course, when we write our papers, it’s expression. It’s proving our point. It’s making 
an  argument.  The  video  .  .  .  showed  all  of  that  and  more  to  me  .  .  .  It  showed  my 
argument. It showed my information. It showed my pictures  . . . I can describe them on 
a piece of paper, but I showed them up on that video . . . it’s just to me . . . better.   Christie  also  mentioned  that  she  had  to  go  through  some  of  the  same  processes  when writing her paper  that  she did when making  the  video,  but  she described  the process  of making a video as being more involved.  
I  would  say  .  .  .  the  video  is  more  time  consuming  just  because  there’s  a  lot  more 
involved . . . in a paper you can pretty much sit down at a computer and look for your 
sources  .  .  .  but  when  you’re  making  the  video,  you’ve  got  to  be  a  little  bit  more 




I had  to  think more of how  to word  things  .  .  .  it’s  easier  to portray  .  .  . what you’re 
trying to say with pictures and music . . . than writing it out and just re­writing it and 






























advancing and I think that papers are soon going to be old fashioned.    These responses show how many of the participants feel that traditional academic essays are dated and have little rhetorical function beyond the scope of higher education. They are less  interested in reading and writing these kinds of texts. However,  they see multimodal composition as a relevant way to communicate in the 21st century.  There were a total of 44 excerpts coded in the Reflection Essays for mention of the 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ears.   As can be seen in these excerpts, participants demonstrated an understanding of the visual and  aural  rhetorical  aspects  of  composing  multimedia  texts.  More  often  than  not, participants  expressed  that  their  video  arguments were more  effective, more  persuasive and more engaging than their traditional papers. I believe these findings demonstrate how students  may  become  more  critical  “prosumers”  through  the  process  of  multimodal composition.  There were 23 excerpts identified as revealing student perceptions that their video was more effective than their paper. Often students reported that they felt  the visual and aural aspects of their videos made their arguments more convincing to their audience. They also often expressed that they consider themselves more “visual” and found the video more appealing for that reason.  Participants also regularly mentioned that they thought their audience preferred a visual and aural experience rather than the experience of reading a traditional essay. For this  reason,  several  participants mentioned  that persuasion  is  easier  in  videos  and more difficult  in papers.  In  the Reflection Essays,  there were 14 excerpts  coded as mentioning that persuasion is either more difficult in papers or easier in videos.  Students also expressed that composing videos allowed them to adapt their writing skills  to  multimodal  composition  as  well  as  learn  new  rhetorical  and  technical  skills. Students use words to persuade in both traditional and multimedia texts, but multimedia texts  present  the  opportunity  to  persuade  with  image  and  sound  as  well,  which  causes 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Putting Multimodal First Though  I have always assigned the multimedia project at  the end of  the semester, the findings of my research indicates that multimodal composition could be a very useful tool  early  in  the  semester.  Because multimodal  composition  tends  to  be more  engaging, students may find a multimedia project early in the semester to be a good starting point for learning  about methods  of  organization  as well  as  other  composition  processes  that  are similar  across  traditional  and  multimodal  compositions.    An  important  conclusion  I reached  that  holds  a  high  potential  for  pedagogical  improvement,  is  that  multimodal composition  functions as a way  to  innovate  traditional composition. After conducting my study, I have determined that including multimedia projects early on in the semester may be  a  beneficial  strategy  to  help  students  develop  a  more  complex  understanding  of  the composing process  through the medium of digital  technology. Similarly, multimedia  texts can  also  be  used  to  engage  students  in  research  about  their  chosen  topics  before  they actually write their papers.  The data collected in my study illustrates how students compared the composition process  in  both  traditional  and  multiple  modes.  This  information  allows  us  to  see  the 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As these responses indicate, participants did have a heightened sense of audience awareness in relation to their videos. As the Reflection Essays findings presented the theme of a heightened sense of audience awareness with multimodal composition, so did the responses collected in the Post Interviews. In the Post‐Interview, all three women indicated that they thought their video could impact more people than their traditional papers could.  In the interviews, the participants often expressed that they felt they could reach a larger  audience  with  their  video  and  that  their  video  was  a  more  effective  method  of communication. Brenda mentioned that the visual aspect of her video was appealing. When asked to explain, she replied:  
I think that . . . say somebody reads your paper, you know, after the first, second page, 
if it doesn’t draw you in, it’s boring to them. A video, you can keep people’s attention, I 
think, better, and they want to see what’s coming next .  .  . not like a paper .  .  . people 
just get, I don’t know, it’s just been done for so long, you know.   Like Brenda, Christie also expressed a preference for the visual aspects of her video.  Christie  considers  herself  a  “visual  type  person”  and  finds  that  when  information  is presented  visually  it  is more  engaging  to  the  audience.  She  also  notes  that  presenting  a message visually is a way of opening it up to a wider audience.  




audience  than  most  people  that  sit  and  read  papers  for  fun,  you  know  (laughing), 
which you’re not going to have too many of, so I think the video concept is definitely a 
good thing.  




is going  to sit down and read a paper,  ‘cause  it’s kind of boring. But  like going back 








Deeply Exploring Topics  In  the  Post‐Interview,  Christie  explained  that  her  information  technology  and computer skills were not significantly  improved as a result of completing the project, but she did talk about how creating the video gave her a more in‐depth understanding of her topic.  Interestingly, Christie explained that the visual aspect of creating a multimedia text enhanced  what  she  learned  about  her  subject  matter.  Christie  explained  that  because working  on  her  video  was  a  more  visual  experience,  it  made  her  understand  her  topic better and helped her retain the information she learned in her “long‐term” memory. This suggests that the process of multimodal composition may allow students to become more knowledgeable  about  their  topics.  Asking  students  to  compose  multimedia  texts  could create a more in‐depth learning experience due to the fact that students become engaged with their topics through multiple modes of sensory perception.  In the Reflection Essays, participants also noted that they learned a lot about their topics and the  topics of others  in  the process of creating  their videos. One student wrote 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that after viewing the videos of his classmates, he learned a lot about important problems that we  are  faced with  in  today’s  society  and  that he now  “will  have  a different  view on some  things.”  Students participating  in my  study often expressed  that  they would  rather watch and learn from the videos of their peers, creating a  learning environment in which students can easily share information about the topics that they are most interested in and create  a  text  that  collectively  teaches  their  classmates  as  a  group when  their  videos  are shown in class.  Based on the information shared by participants of my research study, students find multimodal  composition  to be more  engaging  than  traditional  academic  essays.  Students view traditional essays as boring and uninteresting. They would rather watch the work of their peers rather than read it. Multimodal assignments can foster a sense of engagement in students and may help students become more interested in writing about their topics after they have produced a multimedia text on their topic of choice.  
Enjoyment & Expression There were  13  excerpts  that were  coded  for  the mention  of  fun  or  enjoyment  in relation  to  multimodal  composition  and  the  following  excerpt  illustrates  the  common theme  that  students  perceive  multimodal  composition  as  a  difficult  but  enjoyable undertaking.  
• So making a video just like any assignment it can be hard, but there is nothing wrong 










yourself.   Towards the end of her interview, Brenda explained that early in the semester she did not understand why she was being asked  to make a video  in her  composition class.  She was anxious about the project and was disgruntled that she was being asked to create a video as part  of  a  writing  course,  but  after  successfully  completing  the  project,  she  began  to understand the connection between traditional and multimodal composition.  
I mean at  first  I was  like,  “Oh,  I  can’t believe  she’s making us do  this because  this  is 
COMP, this is WRITING” and I didn’t get that part, but now I do get it because writing 
is a way of expression, video  is a way of expression. So  it does  link and  it does come 
together.   Jessica  also  saw  the  video  project  as  a  more  expressive  and  creative  mode  of communication.  She explained  that  she understands  the value  in both writing a  research paper  and  creating  a  video,  but  again  she  had  a  preference  for  the  capabilities  for expression that the video offered.    For me, I could kind of express more in my video than I would on the paper. 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When  asked  to  explain  why  she  felt  that  she  could  express  more  in  her  video,  Jessica replied:  
Like I was saying, like the pictures, it’s just, it’s more creative for me. A video is more 
creative, more artistic  .  .  .  the paper was really  important and it’s good because I  .  .  . 
had  to  research  .  .  .  I  learned more  in  that  area,  but  the  video  offered more  artistic 
ways to express myself. I like that. It was fun.   As  the  responses  of  the  Post‐Interview  indicate,  when  the  three  participants  compared traditional writing to the composing of their videos, they often expressed that their videos were  more  involved  and  more  effective  than  their  traditional  papers.  Both  Brenda  and Jessica noted that the video allowed them to express themselves better and more creatively than  the  traditional  research  paper  did.  These  findings  are  encouraging  in  that  they demonstrate  how  adding  the  “fun”  dimension  of  multimodal  composition  can  engage students  in  their writing classes. Though  it  is not our responsibility or  intention  to make every  learning  experience  fun  for  our  students,  it  is worth noting  that  adding  fun  to  the learning process can be beneficial to both students and teachers alike. In the classroom we are often met with less resistance when our students are enjoying themselves, and this fact alone suggests that multimodal composition can be a valuable tool in the teaching of first‐year composition.  















 The  findings presented above demonstrate  the  importance students place on multimodal composition as a valuable communication tool that is similar to traditional writing and also capable  of  affecting  meaningful  social  change  in  the  recipients  of  their  multimodal messages. The possibility for encouraging social activism through the venue of multimodal composition is exciting and encouraging indeed. As a teacher of writing, I hope to prepare my students to be engaged citizens of their communities and of the world, an outcome that enables them to be better prepared to be designers of “social futures” as discussed by the members of The New London Group.  
































Around  the project’s mid‐point,  after  the  initial  interview, Brenda  came  to  class  a few minutes late and appeared noticeably agitated. When she plugged in her flash drives at her computer station,  I heard an audible gasp.  I quickly went over to her to see if  I could offer some assistance.  When Brenda pulled up her project in the classroom, all she could see were red “Xs” where all her pictures had been. She stared in horror at the screen and explained that she had worked for hours on her mother’s computer the previous night but now all her work 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Christie  was  able  to  submit  her  project  in  time,  but  the  fact  that  she  had  to  start  over significantly affected  the quality of her work. Technical problems seem to be  the basis of much  of  the  frustration  that  the  students  experience  when  working  with  multimedia. Jessica  also  discussed  some  of  her  frustrations  with  creating  the  video  in  the  Post‐Interview.    Of the three participants interviewed, Jessica seemed to experience the least amount of difficulty; however, she did find some aspects of the project to be frustrating. The biggest problem she had was altering the length of time her pictures were displayed in the video. Jessica explained that she used the “Help” feature in iMovie to figure out how to make her pictures  show  up  for  a  longer  duration,  but  she  also  mentioned  that  she  felt  slightly disadvantaged  because  she was  using  iMovie  instead  of Windows Movie Maker. We  had discussed several aspects of Movie Maker in class, but this information was not relevant to her.  
In class you . . . were explaining how to use Movie Maker and I was like, well, that looks 
really easy and then I don’t have Movie Maker on my computer so I kinda like had to 
tough  it  out  on my  own  (laughing)  and  I was  just  like UGG  and  then  nobody  that  I 
knew knew how to work iMovie .  .  . I was forced to go look it up, but good thing they 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Appendix C Final Survey   1. After completing the video project, what is your understanding of the word rhetoric? 2. Would you consider making another video in the future? Explain 3. What advice would you give students who are beginning to work on making a video? 4. What do you consider to be the weaknesses of your video? Explain 5. What do you consider to be the strengths of your video? Explain 6. Do you consider making videos to be more or less difficult than writing a paper? Explain 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Computer Use Yes – Total and by Traditional and Non‐Traditional Students    Traditional  Non‐Traditional  Total   N  %  N  %  N  % Started in college  11  73.3  4  26.7  15  40.5 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Started in high school  3  75.  1  25.0  4  10.8 Started in middle school  7  77.8  2  22.2  8  24.3 Started in elementary school  5  71.4  2  28.6  7  18.9 Always had a computer   4  40.0  6  60.0  10  27.0 
 









  Access to Technology   Traditional  Non‐Traditional  Total 
  N  %  N  %  N  % Yes  14  64  8  36  22  60 Yes, with camera phone  2  40  3  60  5  14 Yes, but with some issues  3  60  2  40  5  14 No access with exception   1  100  0  0  1  3 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No access   3  75  1  25  4  11  Concerns Yes – Total and by Traditional and Non‐Traditional Students  
  Traditional  Non‐Traditional  Total   N  %  N  %  N  % No concerns  10  71  4  29  14  38 Some concerns  6  60  4  40  10  27 Yes concerns  7  54  6  46  13  35   Interest Level Yes – Total and by Traditional and Non‐Traditional Students    Traditional  Non‐Traditional  Total   N  %  N  %  N  % None  2  29  5  71  7  19 Slightly  10  91  1  91  11  30 Interested  7  64  4  36  11  30 Very interested  4  67  2  33  6  16 Excited   0  0  2  100  2  5     Experience with Multimedia: Total and by Traditional and Non‐Traditional Students    Traditional  Non‐Traditional  Total   N  %  N  %  N  % None  10  59  7  41  17  46 Little  3  43  4  57  7  19 Some  7  70  3  30  10  27 Expert  3  100  0  0  3  8 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Preference for Paper or Video Yes – Total and by Traditional and Non‐Traditional Students    Traditional  Non‐Traditional  Total   N  %  N  %  N  % Prefer paper  4  57  3  43  7  19 Not sure  9  56  7  44  16  43 Rather make a video  5  71  2  29  7  19 Glad to have option of making video  16  62  10  39  26  70 Not sure why making a video  1  25  3  75  4  11 Understand value of making video  10  44  6  38  16  43  Use of Multimedia Software Yes – Total and by Traditional and Non‐Traditional Students    Traditional  Non‐Traditional  Total   N  %  N  %  N  % None  12  62.2  7  36.8  19  54.3 Friend/family help/experience  1  25.0  3  75.0  4  11.4 Played around with it before  1  100  0  0.00  1  2.9 Yes, have used software before  9  81.8  2  18.2  11  31.4   Survey 2 Question 1 – N and Percentage Yes   N  Percentage I would much rather write a paper than do this project  3  18.8 I am glad to have the opportunity to do something other than a paper   12  75.0 I have not learned anything new yet  0  0.00 I have learned a lot of new things  8  50.0 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The paper I wrote required more work  0  0.00 The video is requiring more work than the paper  8  50.0   Survey 2 Question 2 Comfort Level  – N and Percentage Yes   N  Percentage Yes, comfortable because of personal access and access through school   12  75.0 Yes, comfortable because of library’s resources  2  12.5 Have become more comfortable since working on project but not at first   2  12.5   Survey 2 Question 3 Comfort with Video – N and Percentage Yes   N  Percentage Yes  4  25.0 Yes comfortable because of resources provided  3  18.8 Yes, comfortable and have learned since starting the project  0  0.00 Yes, prefer making video over writing paper  5  31.3 No, uncomfortable with the technology and software  4  25.0    Survey 2 Question 4 Software Problems  – N and Percentage Yes   N  Percentage No problems  2  13.3 Software issues  1  6.7 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Music, editing, text  7  46.7 Finding information, resources, materials, content, downloading   2  13.3 Copyright issues   3  20.0  Survey 2 Question 5 Comfort with Software – N and Percentage Yes   N  Percentage Uncomfortable  3  18.8 Uncomfortable because have not started  0  0.00 Unsure but confident will figure it out  6  37.5 Comfortable   3  18.8 Extremely comfortable   4  25.0 I was already comfortable   0.  0.00         Survey 2 Question 6 Time – N and Percentage    N  Percentage I am worried about completing on time  8  37.5 I have not prepared enough  1  6.3 I have not started but will complete on time  2  12.5 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I have done some work and will complete it on time  8  50.0 I have almost finished and will not have a problem completing on time  5  31.3   Survey 2 Question 7 Frustration – N and Percentage   N  Percentage Very frustrated, but not started  0  0.00 Very frustrated, spent little time  16  100 Frustrated, been working for days  2  12.5 Frustrated, been working for weeks  2  12.5 Some what frustrated but enjoying   4  25.0 Not frustrated  1  6.3 Challenged but enjoying it   9  56.3        Survey 3 – Question 1 Understanding of Rhetoric  ‐ N and Percentage Yes    N  Percentage None  3  10.7 Rhetorical question  3  10.7 Analysis  5  17.9 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Persuasion w/ appeals   15  51.6 Extremely comfortable now   2  7.1 Use of visual images, words, music to persuade  0  0.00   Survey 3 – Question 2 Would You Make Another Video – N Percentage Yes    N  Percentage Yes  21  72.4 Maybe under different circumstances   5  17.2 No  3  10.3   Survey 3 – Question 3 Advice to Others Making a Video‐ N and Percentage Yes    N  Percentage Time management  18  66.7 Do research   3  11.1 Use rhetoric  1  3.7 Enjoy, have fun, don’t stress  4  14.8 Plan, organize  1  3.7  Survey 3 – Question 4 Weakness of Video  ‐ N and Percentage Yes    N  Percentage Fonts, colors, music organization, transitions  7  26.9 Technology problems, quality, getting resources, interview problems  6  23.1 Did not turn out as planned  2  7.7 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Length timing  3  11.5 Spelling errors, proofreading  2  7.7 None  1  3.8 Lack of information, research, weak content  5  19.2   Survey 3 – Question 5 Strength of Video  ‐ N and Percentage Yes    N  Percentage Music, images, visuals, appeal to emotions  15  53.8 Research , information, facts, statistics  5  17.9 Topic choice  3  10.7 Persuasive  4  14.3 Planning and organization   1  3.6   Survey 3 – Question 6 Paper or Video is More Difficult  ‐ N and Percentage Yes    N  Percentage Paper is more difficult  10  34.5 Equal or both are difficult  10  34.5 Video is more difficult  9  31.0   Survey 3 – Question 7 Positive or Negative Experience ‐ N and Percentage Yes    N  Percentage Positive  17  58.6 Both  8  27.6 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My video presents a very clear picture as to why smoking on campus is bad, how it is hard to avoid, and how the effects of second hand smoke can affect a person.  Persuasive  Planning and organizing it well.  Planning and Organization  that at the end it was no beating the bush got straight to the point with the conclussion on how we could make a difference  Persuasive  The live footage of football games.  Music, images, visuals, appeal to emotions The personality that I put into my idea. I tried to make it  Topic choice 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fun to watch. the transitions and ending  Music, images, visuals, appeal to emotions Examples of shootings  Music, images, visuals, appeal to emotions  Response  Video or Paper  More difficult, it requires you to think and also relate to how some one else views your work, not just the teacher. You have to look at your work from different angles research different things then pull all of it together and make it understand able at the same time. 
Video  






Less difficult. Writing a paper is not my strongest attribute  Paper  It was fun and it was difficult. The project was much easier than writing a paper.  Paper  No I think writing a paper is less difficult because everyone's computer does not have certain things that needed to complete the video.  Video  I think making a video is fun and it seems less difficult than writing a paper  Paper  I think that making a video is more creative and more fun than writing a paper. Yet, writing a paper is probably much faster. Making a video takes alot more time.  Video  It is easier because even though it is time consuming, i had fun while working on it.  Paper  they are almost equal but the video wins because instead of finding 1500 word we could just pick a picture that would do the speaking  Paper  I think its easier to write a paper.  Video  Maybe not less difficult but much more involved and fun to me.  Paper  i feel that there difficult parts to both and cant really say which is more difficult even though writing a paper takes less time  Equal less, I thought it was more fun than a paper  Paper   
Response   Positive or Negative  It was up and down for me. When i first found out about the video I was because I thought i was going to be different and easy. When I actually started on the video I found that it was even harder than the previous one's I have done in the past. 
Both 
At first it was negative because nothing worked for me, but in the end it became positive when I thought of other things to do.  Both My experience with this video was a negative one, because, many things went wrong and unexpected circumstances happened.  Negative I had a very positive experience making the video.  All aspects came together nicely, making it very enjoyable.  Positive  I had a very negative experience making this video. It  Negative 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Appendix G Post‐Interview Questions  1. Are you more comfortable using computers now than you were when you started the video project? 2. How much time did you spend working on this project? 3. Do you think this was a worthwhile learning experience? What did you learn? 4. What kind of problems did you encounter? 5. Was there any information that you did not have that you needed while making the project? 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Appendix S Informed Consent Document Georgia State University Department of English Informed Consent  Title:         Composing on the Screen: Student‐Produced Multimedia Texts          As an Extension of the Writing Process Principal Investigator:     Dr. Jennifer Bowie 
  Ms. Jeannie Parker Beard   I.  Purpose:   You are invited to participate in a research study.  The purpose of the study is to learn how making videos is like writing.  You are invited to participate because you are a student enrolled in a section of English 1010.   A total of up to 46 people will be in this study.  Participation will take one to four hours of your time over the course of the semester. 
• You will take part in interviews, complete surveys, or be observed only if you agree to  take part  in  the  study.   You do not have  to  take part  in  the  study; however,  all students must submit a multimedia project for a grade in the course. 
•  Participation in the research will not affect your grade on the project or grade in the course.  
• You are being asked  to volunteer  to participate  in  this  research study because you are a student enrolled in English 1010.  
• The  purpose  of  this  research  is  to  look  at  the  videos  produced  by  students  and understand how                 making a video is similar to or better than writing an essay.  
• If  you  agree  to  participate  in  the  study,  your  video  will  be  analyzed  and possibly used as an                example in published articles and conferences. If you agree to participate in the study and your              image or voice appears in your final video project, then by signing this consent form, you also            agree  to  your  image  or  voice  being  shown  in  a  professional  setting  such  as  a conference or            workshop. 
• If  your  video  project  is  used  as  an  example  in  published  articles  or conferences, credit will be            given  to you as  the producer of  the work. No profits will be made off of your video.  
• You  will  be  asked  to  participate  in  short  surveys.  You  may  be  selected  to  be 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interviewed.  Participation  in  the  research will  take one  to  four hours of  your  time. Surveys and   observation              of group work will be done during class time. Interviews will be done during           the instructor’s office hours. 
• Two  sections  of  English  1010  will  participate  in  this  study  for  a  total  of  up  to  46 participants.   II.  Procedures:   If you decide to participate, you will complete three short surveys. You may be chosen to be interviewed. You will be watched as you work in groups. You may be videotaped during class. If you are videotaped during these observations, these videos will be kept private. Your identity will not be used in the research. You will be working with movie‐making software in the classroom when the observations will take place. Surveys will take place at the beginning of three classes. Interviews will be given in the instructor’s office at Chattanooga State and may be audio or videotaped.  Audio or video recordings for interviews will be kept private. Two interviews will be conducted with each person interviewed. You will be privately interviewed. All information given in interviews will be kept confidential.  Surveys will  take no more  than  ten minutes and each  interview will take approximately thirty minutes. Group observation will take place during class time.  You  may  spend  up  to  four  hours  (including  group  observations  in  class) participating in this research study.   III.  Risks:   In this study, you will not have any more risks than you would in a normal day of life.    IV.  Benefits:   By participating in the study, you may realize what you have learned about technology and rhetoric because you will be asked to reflect on these topics at the beginning and at the end of the study. Society may benefit from teachers learning about how to use multimedia texts in the college classroom.  V.  Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:   Participation in this research study is voluntary.  If you decide not to participate, your 








Contact Dr. Jennifer Bowie at 404‐413‐5864, jbowie@gsu.edu, or Ms. Jeannie Parker Beard at 423‐697‐3148, Jeannie.beard@chattanoogastate.edu, if you have questions about this study.  If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a participant in this research study, you may contact Susan Vogtner in the Office of Research Integrity at 404‐413‐3513 or svogtner1@gsu.edu.  VIII.  Copy of Consent Form to Subject:   We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep.  If you are willing to volunteer for this research, be audio or video recorded, and have your video project presented at professional conferences or presentations, please sign below.      __________________________________________ Print Participant’s Name                     ____________________________________________    _________________ Participant’s Signature              Date                        _____________________________________________    _________________ Principal Investigator  or Researcher Obtaining Consent     Date 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Appendix U Continued Review Approval Form for GSU’s IRB 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Appendix V Amendment Changing Principle Investigator for GSU’s IRB 
  
